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Leonardo da Vinci's rule concerning tree branching states that "all the branches of a tree at every stage of its height when put together are equal in thickness to the trunk" [1] , i.e., if L is the radius of a branch which ramifies in two branches of radius, say, L 1 and
. With this obsevation Leonardo establishes a qualitative link between the morphology of ramification and the flow of sap.
In [2] it is proposed that Leonardo's rule is a consequence of the selfsimilarity of the tree trunk and wind-induced stress. In the mentioned paper some ad hoc hypothesis, based in fractal theory and fracture theory, were introduced in order to obtain Leonardo's law.
However, it is curious that Leonardo himself proposes a very simple explanation of this rule based on the characteristics of fluid motion. "When a branch grows, Leonardo argues, its thickness will depend on the amount of sap it receives from the one below the branching point. In the tree as a whole, there is a constant flow of sap, which rises up through the trunk and divides between the branches flowing through succesive ramifications. Since the total quantity of sap carried by the tree is constant, the quantity carried by each branch will be proportional to its cross section, so the total cross section at each level will be equal to that of a trunk" [4] .
This argument is naive, since the flux of the sap, as viscous liquid, is not proportional to the cross section of the branch, but to the fourth power of its radius, if we consider branches and trunk as cylinders.
In our opinion, though Leonardo's rule is not a trivial result from fluid mechanics, a simple and direct approach, based on mass conservation, can be made to explain this observation.
The amount of fluid that goes through a conduit of this type is given by the Poiseuille's Law
Now let us add the fact that the xilema of a tree is composed of several conduits with radii distributed according to a given law. In each of those conduits the flow obeys Poiseuille's law. Hence the total amount of fluid in a branch of width L that contains a distribution of conduits per radius f (R) is
and if we assume that the main part of the distribution of conduits per radius, i. e., those that transport most of the sap, is of type f (R) ≈ R −x (scaling), then the integral gives
Hence, in order to get Leonardo's rule we must have that x = 3. If we rely on the assumption that branch structure is determined by flow dynamics in a power law distribution of sap conduits, Leonardo's rule can be understood in a very simple way. Therefore, let us make the following single hypothesis: the distribution of conduits per size (radius) is such that their histogram have a heavy tail.
(a) Histogram of the conduit radius taken from [3] . For betula pendula roth note the heavy tail of the distribution. The tail obeys a scaling law R −x starting from the maximum (pointing arrow). This hypothesis has experimental validation. Indeed, in [3] the betula pendula roth xylema distribution is presented. The distributions were measured for different parts of the trees. In all cases the distributions are far from the gaussian, exhibiting asymmetry and a heavy tail. In this case we are interested only in the tail of the distribution since the total flux of the tree is determined by the larger vessels, which carry most of the sap. In figure 1a we reproduce one of their results, in this case for the branches of the petiole (a slender stem that supports the blade of a foliage leaf). The comparison of the data with the measurment gives a correlation coefficient of 0.98.
So, it is possible to take from this distribution the corresponding one for vessels larger than the maximum value, since the main flow occurs through them. Indeed, in this case the vessels with radius larger than 5 µm distribute as shown in figure 1b. The distribution clearly exhibits a fat tail characteristic of Levy distributions. The adjustment of equation 3 with the data gives x = 3.17. What gives according to 2 a satisfactory agreement with Leonardo's law.
This result, at least for the case of betula pendula roth, is not casual. Other parts if this species were measured and always the xilema distribution is such that the self-similarity of the tail is evident. We have no notice of xilema measurements in other trees, though the ubiquity of Levy distributions in nature allows us to think that Leonardo's law have a simpler explanation than that proposed in [2] .
In our opinion, other "rules" by Leonardo could be understood starting from basic laws of physics. Some of our results will be published elsewhere.
